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EVALUATION DE BONS DE SOUSCRIPTION D'OBLIGATIONS

RESUME
Cet article pdsente un mod&letemporel continu d'6valuation des bons de souscriptian
d'obligations, dam lequel le corn des bans est me variable exogl?~
et le taux #ink& ?i
court terme est parfaitement lit5 ?
ceicours. La dynamique du cours des bons de
souscription est d6fmie en sorte que ce anus soit b t 5 par ces conditions, que sa
volatilid &roisse dam le temps et que sa valeur B maturid soit &ale ?i la valew de
remboursement avec une probabilite Cgale B un. Des donnees chronologiques et
transversales du march6 obligataire allemand sont utili&s pour estirner les pardlres
d~volutimdu cours. Les valeurs lirnites des options d'achat et & vente eUrapeennes et
americaines sont d&riv&sde conditions sans arbitrage, sans distribution. Mi,
des
rhultats comparatifs statiques sont obtenus par une rholution numCrique du modi?le
d'6valuation.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper a time continuous model to value bond warrants is developed. The model is
based on the bond price as an exogeneous variable and a short-term interest rate which is
linked perfectly to the bond price. The price dynamics of the bond are defined such that
the bond price is bounded from above, its volatility decreases with,time, and at maturity
its value is equal to the redemption value with probability one. The-series and crosssectional data from the German bond market are used to estimate the parameten of the
price process. The boundary values for European and American puts and calls are
&rived from distribution-free no arbitrage conditions. Finally comparative static results
are obtained by solving the valuation model numerically.
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VALUATION OF BOND WARRANTS
The primary markets for bonds have seen a variety of innovative structures during the
last years. Of great importance, and difficult to value, are options and bond warrants. In
principle, options can be attached to all bond features. The most important are coupon,
life, redemption and issue price. Bond warrants offer a particularly large variety of
features. In b e Euromarket call and put warrants of the European and American tjrpe are
issued Moreover, the warrants can entitle the holder to the purchase of the host band, of
another outstanding bond, or to the purchase of a not yet issued bond. There are
redeemable and interest bearing warrants as well as warrants which enable the holder to
choose between bonds and stocks of the issuing corporation1
.
For a number of reasons the well-known valuation models for stock options are not
immediately applicable to the valuation of bond options:
Excluding perpetual bonds and credit risk, the bond price must equal the redemption
value with probability one at maturity.
Bond prices are bounded from above. If negative interest rates are not feasible, the
maximum bond price is the sum of the redemption value and the future interest accruing
during the residual lifetime.
The probability distribution of bond price returns and with it the volatility of bond
prices are not stationary.

The bond price and the price of a zero bond, due at the expiration date of the option,
must be compatible with one another so that no negative forward rate for the period
from the expiration date until the maturity of the bond is possible.
At the purchase and the sale of bonds interest accrues, depending on the time of
transaction, the coupon dates and the coupon.
These five differences can lead to substantial deviations between the values of bond and
stock options. A European bond option, for example, cannot increase monotonously
with the time to expiration. This follows from the observation that if the time to
expiration equals the maturity of the bond, and the exercise price is equal to the
redemption value, then this option must be worthless.
Two approaches have been suggested to value bond options. The fmt, as discussed by
Courtadon (5). Brennan and Schwartz (3), Dieaich-Campbell and Schwartz (6).Cox,
Ross and Ingersoll(4), and Heath, Jmow and Morton (9) rely upon one or two interest
rates as exogeneous variables. The stochastic behavior of these variables determine in
equilibrium the current term structure of interest rates, the c m n t bond price and option
value. n o problems are associated with this approach. Fmily, the current interest rates
must be adapted in such a way that the equilibrium bond price equals the quoted bond
price. Secondly, with h e exception of Heath, Jarrow and Morton, the option value
depends on the risk preferences of the investors. The second line of reasoning, as
presented in the papers by Ball and Torous (1). Schabel (14), Ho and Lee (9), and
Schaefer and Schwaro! (13) use bond prices as exogeneous variables. As in the BlackScholes-Merton model (2,12) the resulting valuation equation does not depend on the risk
preference of [heagents. However, the bond price dynamics result in negative yields.
1 See Mason (10) for a detailed description of Merent bond opions a d bcnd warrants.

The model presented in this paper follows the second approach. The closest affinity
exists with the model by Schaefer and Schwartz. It differs fhm this model in that the
short-term interest rate is linked to the bond price and that bond prices are bounded from
above. It can be used and is applied to value calls and puts of the European and
American type with fixed or timedependent exercise prices.
The paper is organized as follows. First distribution-free bounds for European and
American options are derived. In Section 11 the dynamics of the bond price are smed
and the valuation model is developed. Empirical results from estimating the parameters
of the stochastic bond prices are presented in Section III. In Section IV the findings of
comparative statics are discussed.

I. DISTRIBUTION-FREE BOUNDS

In deriving bounds for bond options the following simple framework is presumed :2
Table I
Investment Opportunities(t < t 1 < T)
coupon date tl

time

curent date t

Bond

B (0 + ct

C

Zeron Bond I

Dl

1

Zero Bond I1

"T

expiration date T
B (0 + q1

Besides the options considered, and h e possibility to keep funds in cash, three securities
exist : The coupon bond, on which calls and puts are written, and two zero bonds
maturing at the first coupon date t l and at the expiration date T of the option,
respectively. The current prices of these bonds are denoted by B (t), Dl and DT. At tl
the first coupon c after the current date t falls due. Accrued interest at t and T amounts to
ct = C* (t-b) and CT = C* (T-tl), where bdenotes the last coupon date before t. Normally
the bond price% (T) at the expiration date of the option is uncertain
When exercising an option, the exercise price plus accrued interest must be paid in
exchange for the bond whose value depends on its price and accrued interest Hence, for
the intrinsic value of a bond option the amount of accrued interest is of no importance.
The following additional assumptions are made :
(i) Transaction costs and taxes are zero.
(ii) Short selling is possible without penalties.
(iii) The options and bonds are infmitely divisible.
(iv) Interest rates may vary between zero and infiity.
(v) The exercise price E is smaller than the maximum bond price Bma, (T) on the
expiration date T of the option.
2 Whcut incrasing the cunplexity of the problem,more than one coupon date between t ant T
be cansidered.
The generalisation would, howcver, not permit new insights,but rather increase the ndatimd quyanentcl.
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A violation of the last assumption would mean that a European call is worthless and the
value of a European put has a certain component which amounts to (E-B,,
U))Dl-.
A. European Call Options
?b derive upper and lower bounds for calls three portfolios are considered

Portfolio I :

Purchase of h e bond.

Portfolio I1: Purchase of one European call, c units of the zcro bond with maturity date
t1 and E+cT units of the second zero bond.
of,B
(T) / (Bmax(T)-E) units of the call, c units of the zero
Portfolio III: Purchase ,
bond with maturity date t 1 and c~ units of the second zero bond3
The cash flows of Lhese portfolios are summarized in Table 11
Tdble II
Cash flows of portfolios I, 11 and III

T
Portfolio

t

t,

B(T)<E

I

B(T)ZE

I

I

-B(t)-ct

c

6(T)+cTi ~ ( T ) + c ~

II

-Ce-(E+cT)DT-cD1

c

E+cT

111

-BBma;::!Ece-cTDT-cDl

c

cT

max

1

I

:(T)+cT

At the expiration date T portfolio II dominates portfolio I which for its part dominates
portfolio III. This implies by the usual argumenation :

(1) together with the inequality5

olio was suggested by I. Aase Nielson, University d A a h s .
: E E m p * e S m i * (151* 9
5 In words : I h e c u m t value of the bond cannot be larger than the discounted maximum value of the bad at T
plus the discounted a x l p payment at point of time ti.
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implies that the European call is boundcd from above by

i.e. the value of a European call is not greater than the discounted maximum exercise
value.
Inequality (1) and the limited liability of an option implies the lower bound
C,

Z max

,

{O;B(t)+ct

-

(E+cT)DT

-

cD1),

(4)

i.e. the value of a European call is non-negative and not smaller than the current bond
value minus the discounted payments when the call is exercised and minus the
discounted coupon which the option holder does not receive.
These bounds can now be used to derive the call values at the boundaries Bmax (t) and
Bmin (t) of the feasible bond prices. The maximum bond price corresponds with
minimum intcrcst rates which are assumed to be zero. Zero interest rates result in the
maximum discount structure DT_t= 1 ( o t ) and in the maximum bond price

where TB denotes the maturity date of the bond and RV its redemption value.
?he minimum bond price corresponds with infitely high interest rates which lead to
the discount structure DT-t= 0 ( o t ) and the minimum bond value6

!

!

If B (t) equals Bmax (t), then (3). and (4) together with Dl = DT =1 imply

i.e. the value of a European call option for the current maximum bond price is equal to
the maximum bond price at the expiration date minus the e x e ~ i s price.
e
If several exercise dates T1 ....,Tn with corresponding exercise prices E l
is typical for a redemption right, then (7) must be replaced by

...., E, exist, as

For the smallest possible bond price Bmin from (3) and (4) follows

6 It should be noted that the institutionaUy practised caladatim of a ~ c ~ interest,
ed
in the case of infinitely high
interest rates, resulu in a negative c u m t bond price B,,,in (I) = -el. Theordally every higher pice d e n utritrage
opportunities.
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B. American Call Options
An American call with a time-independent exercise price and the possibility of being
exercised immediately has for b e maximum bond price the value

i.e. it is optimal to exercise the call. A larger value of the call would result in a riskless
profit opportunity for the option writer for the following reason : If the call is never
exercised, the profit is equal to Ca ;if it is exercised at time 7, t < m , the writer realizes
at least the profit

Since Bmax (t) decreases monotonously in t, it follows h m (10) that for diciently
high bond prices it is always optimal to exercise an American call on a bond. This is
also m e for zero bonds. Merton's well-known result that a premature exercise of
American calls on non-dividend paying stocks is not optimal, does not apply to noncoupon paying bonds? The reason for this difference is the mutual dependence of B (t),
Dl and DT on one another.
If the American call can be exercised for the fmt time at timeb, &n the right hand side
,,B
6)-E.
If the exercise price is timedependent such that
of (10) must be replaced by
in the time intervals [TI,
T2). r 2 , T3), ..., [T,, Tn+l] the exercise prim El, E2, ...,E,
hold, then

holds true. Obviously for timedependent exercise price. an immediate exercise of an
American call for B (t) = B,
(t) is not necessarily optimal.
As in the European case the American call is worthless

for the smallest possible bond price.
C. European Put Options
Again three porlfolios are considered in order to derive upper and lower bounds for the
put value. The corresponding cash flows are shown in W l e III.

-

7 Ncte that in the zro bond case it is nu claimed that if (10) holds
sense to exercise the American call.

- t is the ady pcint of time in whicb it m

h

I!
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nble III

Cash flows of three portfolios in order to derive bounds for put values

Portfolio
I
II

111

I

Porlfolio I is composed of two zero bonds due at tl and T, portfolio I1 is made up of the put
and the bond, whereas portfolio I1 corisists of the bond and the two zero bonds of portfolio
I~ At the expiration date portfolio 111 dominates portfolio I1 which for its part dominates
portfolio I. Thenfore, at the current date the put value is bounded from above by

P,

5 EgoT

-+

[8(t)+ct

-

cD1

-

cTDT] 5 E*DT

(13)

and from below by

Again, these bounds can be used to derive the put values for the extreme bond prices
,,B
(t) and B- (t) :

(15) in conjunction with (16) leads to the - at the fmt glance - surprising observation that
the value of a Ewpean put cannot be a monotonic decreasing function of the bond
price. Again, the reason for this result is the mutual dependence of the bond price and
the x r o bond prices Dl and b.
8 'Ihethird portfoliohas hsuggested by J. Aase Nielsen, University of A h u s
=1 and B(t) = Bmin (t) implies Dl = 8 =O
9 Note that B(t) =,,,B
,
(1) im@uDl=
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The quations (15) and (16) are independent of the exercise price and the expiration date.
As long as the current date does not coincide with an exercise date, they remain valid if
the option can be exercised at several dates TI, .... T
, at exercise prices El, ....h.

D. American Put Options
If an American put can be exercised at time t at exercise price E its value for the
minimum bond price is equal to the exercise price

if it can be first exercised at a later date I>
t, the ~ uist worthless. Both results are hue,
regardless of whether the exercise price is fixed orbaria with time.

In order to derive the value of an American put at B
,,
shown that the upper bound

(t) in the Appendix will be

holds. From this inequality follows immediately

11. A VALUATION MODEL FOR BOND WARRANTS

In addition to the assumptions (i) to (v) formulated at the beginning of Section I, the
following five conditions are stipulated
(vi) There exists an instantaneously risk-free investment opportunity, perfectly linked
with the bond price. lo
(vii) The markets operate continuously.
(viii) The minimum bond price is assumed to be 2ero.l
(ix) The bond price follows a diffusion process in the interval (0, T).
(x)

'The c o u p is psitive. l2

A. Price Dynamics
c3
?he objective of the subsequent considerations is to construct a diffusion process B(t) of
bond p-ices which behaves in the following way
B
,,

(t) and B (t)= 0 ( t d ~are
) natural boundaries.

At the maturity date Tg of the bond,% (TB)= RV with probability one.
'The instantaneous volatility of the bond return c.p. decreases monotonously with time.
10 ' h i s assumption Q made for computational convenience.It mulu in a model with ax swcvariable only.
11 The urnpion B,,,j,, (t) = 0 avoids a number of numerical problems with the slwtoah paof the a m e d
iluerest ~ a i o n .
12 Sane of the following arguments do not hold for zero bonds. To avoid the lengthy discussion of diffmnt cases,
zem bonds are excluded.
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Based on assumption (ix) the local behavior of the bond price% (t) can be described by
an It8 stochastic differential equation

'

with respect to the standard Wiener process % (t). The instantaneous volatility of h e
bond's pice change will be defined by

In (21) k denotes a constant which is independent of the terms of the bond. The duration
of the bond is defined by means of the bond's yield to maturity under continuous
compounding.13 Bma, (t) - B (t) is divided by Bmax (t) - RV, since without this
standardizationthe factor k would suongly depend on the coupon.

o has the following dcsirable propertie

o is equal to zero at Bqax (t) and B (t) = 0,i.e. o satisfies the necessary condition far
B,,

(t) and B (t) = 0 bemg natural boundaries.

The instantaneous volatility o I B (t) of the bond's return d z (t) I B (t) is a
monotonously decreasing function oft.
The drift is not defied explicitely, since its explicit form does not affect the option
values. In the Appendix an intuitive justification will be given that there exist a dtift14
which together with definition (21) result in the desired behavior of the bond price.
The instantaneous risk-free interest rate r is linked to the yield to maturity of the bond
and, therefore, to the bond price by the relation
r ( i ( t ) ) = s ( t ) r [ ~ i e l dt o m a t u r i t y ( i ( t ) ) ]

(22

The factor s (t) characterizes the yield spread between a short-term investment of funds
and the purchase of the bond at time t. To avoid arbitrage possibilities, s (t) must
converge to one as the time to maturity approaches zero. In the Appendix it will be
shown that the behavior of the bond price and of the short-term interest rate is internally
consistent in the sense that for every bond price B (I) and every short-term interest rate
r ( B (t) ) there exists a monotonously decreasing discount-structureDT-, (zrt)such that

3:

13 The yield to maturity is used, as in the framework d the model no term-stmctures of interest rates me available.
Ihe differences between the durations calculated by means of the c u m t term-strucnm d interest ~ land
u those
on the basis of thc yield to maturity are negtigibk. A study of the Gennan bond marketf a the period b d w m 1970
and 1985 shows a maximum dilference of 1.3%.A similar result for the U.S. bond market has been rrpnred by
IngersoU (10). pp. 166.
14 This drift does not d s f y the growth condition of the existence and uni urness theoran of stochastic differential
qudom. This may result in problems if the expiration date of the option sn! the &ty
dare of h e bond coincide.
..
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hold. In (24) .sjdenote the future coupon dates of the bond (z,
= TB).

B. Valuation Equation and Boundary Conditions
Applying the now "classical" procedure to duplicate the cash flows of an option by a
continuously rebalanced portfolio composed of the bond and the instantaneously risk-

free investment, the following valuation equation for the unknown value U of an option
is obtained

(25) defines a linear parabolic differential equation of the second order with state
variable B and time variable t. U stands for the unknown value Ce, Ca, Pe or Pa of a call
or put of the European or American type. Compared with the well-known valuation
uations for stock options, noteworthy is only that the coefficient of the derivative a
%is not continuous. 7he accrued interest fmtion c ( t-b(t) ), where (t) is ihe
g t w u p n date before t, exhibits a sawtooth pauern with jumps at the coupon dares.
This discontinuousterm enters into b e differential equation as the bond's instantaneous
return at time t

depends on accrued interest.
The terminal and boundary conditions can be taken from Section I. They are
summarized in Table IV for the special case that the exercise price is fixed and an
American option can be exercised immediately.

WOLFGANG BUHLER

Table IV
Terminal and Boundary Conditions

European Call

American Call

European Put

I

American Put

The boundary conditions for timedependent exercise prices or delayed exercise periods
are given in Section I. They are not to be repeated here.
Problem (25) togelher with the terminal and boundary conditions is well defined if the
expiration date T of the option is smaller than the bond's maturity TB. If T and TB
coincide, the value U (TB)is defmed as the limit of U (T) as T converges to TB.

C. Numerical Considerations
The solution of the partial differential equation (26) in conjunction with the terminal and
boundary conditions has to be done numerically. For reasons of stability the implicit
Crank-Nicholson method was implemented. For this method as with all numerical
methods, a grid size has to be chosen which takes into account conflicting goals like
stability, accumulation of rounding errors, and computer time.
Based on a number of test runs, an equidistant step size of AB = B (0) / 100 was chosen
When fixing the time step At it must be noted that for options with timedependent
exercise price, thc option should be numerically evaluated at these specific dates in order
to increase accuracy. Thcrefore, equidistant time steps cannot always be &sewed. For
typical options and warrants a subdivision of the interval ( 0, T ) into 20 subintervals is
suflicient.
Apart from the grid size the computcr time also strongly depends on the maturity of the
bond, as in every grid point the yield to maturity and the duration of the bond must be
calculated. The computer Lime for an option on a 10-year bond with a 1Wo coupon using
20 time steps is about one minute on an IBM-AT 03 with mathematical coprocessor.
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111. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

'Ihe bond price dynamics (20) depend on the factor k. To estimate k statistically (20) is
approximated by the following timediscrete model with heterosketastic error term

where ? ( t )

i s d e f i n e d as

-

i(t) = B(t+~t)

-

~ ( t ) p.~t.

With respect to the error variable it is assumed, in accordance with equation (20), thatg
is normally djtributg with mean 0 and standard deviation
Funhermore, it is
assumed that €0) and &(T)for t# T are uncorrelated.

m.

A. hngitudional Analysis

First k is estimated by means of the maximum likelihood principle.15 Accordingly h e series of bond prices were collected from the Frankfixt security exchange. The bonds are
noncallable straight bonds, issued by the German Government, the German National
Railway and the German National Post Ofifice.
The first sample consists of 105 Friday prices per bond collected from January 1, 1981
to December, 31, 1982. This period is characterized by high interest rates and partly
inverse term-structures of interest rates. The second sample is composed of 104 Friday
prices per bond for the period from January 1, 1984 to December, 31, 1985. In this
second period interest rates generally fell and the term-structures of interest rates
behaved "normally".
Both samples have been compiled in such a manner that the time to maturity of the
bonds fall into Lhree well seperated groups. This design has been chosen in order to
analyse the stability of the estimated values of k with respect to the bond's time to
maturity. The details of the sample are given in Table V below

ti

15 Suppat for the statistical work by J. Kiisler is greatfully acknowledged.
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nble V
Structure of the Samples
Sample 1 1981182

Sample 2 1984/85

Number of bonds
lime to maturity at January, 1

Group 3
Coupon
Yield index
DG-Price index minimum
DG-Price index maximum
For each bond k was estimated on the basis of 105 and 104 prices respectively. In
addition, for the second period k is reestimated using 24 monthly prices. The results are
summarized in Table VI.

Table VI
Estimation of the Factor k by Analysis of Time-Series-Data

I

Sample 1 1981/82

I
A

II

Sample 2
1984/85
Weekly Prices Monthly Prices

Sample mean k

0.0126

0.0072

Coeficient of variation

0.0135

0.0126

Sample minimum

0.0079

0.0056

Sample maximum

0.0198

0.0105

Subsample means
Group 1

1

0.0167

1

O.OO!#

Group 2

0.0087

0.0077

Group 3

0.00

0.0062
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The maximum likelihood estimation of k pennits the following interpretation
For a IGyear, 10 %-bond quoted at par the instantaneous volatility of the bond's return
was on average about
0.0126.6.759 100 = 8.5 % p.a. in the first period and
0.0072 6.759.100 = 4.9 % p.a. in the sond period.
As was expected, k is not stationary and in the first time span is about 75 % higher than
in the second.
A comparison of the estimation for weekly and monthly data shows that the tirne
interval used to collect price changes has on average no strong impact on the estimation.
The coefficient of variation is two times larger for monthly data than for weekly prices.
This reduction in precision can be attributed completely to the smaller sample size.

The minima of the estimated values ki (i = 1, ..., 28 and 30 respectively) occur for
long-term bonds, the maxima for short-term bonds. This result is confirmed by the
decrease f the subsample means with time to maturity. Furthermore, in both periods the
minimal in grcup 1 is larger than the maximal ki in the other two groups. Since in the
first sample the majority of bonds quote below par and in the second sample above par,
it seems that the decrease of the subsample means wilh time to maturity does not
primarily depend on the bond price or on the factor (Bm, - B (t) ) / (Bm, - RV) in the
defmition of the volatility.

'fi

B. Cross-Sectional Analysis
The estimation procedure under A. is supplemented by a cross-sectional analysis for two
reasons. F i t , it is interesling in itself to know whether two basically different statistical
&signs result in dnerent estimations for k Second, the systematic influence of the tirne
to maturity on the subsample means leads to the assumption that the impact of the
duration on h e instantaneous volatility is too large. This influence can be reduced if the
exponent of the duration term is diminished from one to y<l.
The cross-section study was done using a linear regression.16 For this purpose (26) was
divided by the second and rhird tern of the right hand side, and the new left hand side is
denoted by Z (t). If further Z (t) and e (t) are replaced by their standard deviations and,
logarithms are taken, hen the followinglinear equation results

I

The estimation of k and y from (27) poses at least two problems. First, in every point of
tirnst only one observation os2'(t) is available which means that an estimation of
6 ( Z (t) ), using this information only, is not possible. Second, if a sequence of
observations from different points of time is used, an e m in variable problem with the
independent variable Duration (t) occurs.
16 For a canparable mdy see Schaefer and Schwa- (13), pp. 1118
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Despite these reservations k and y were estimated for six different periods of 12 weeks
each by a cross-sectional linear regression. Each of the six samples consists of all noncallable bonds by the same issuers as described in part A. For each bond based on 12
successive Friday prices the arithmetic average of the corresponding duration values is
defined as one obsepation of the exogeneous variable "Duration (t)" and the standard
deviation of the 122-values as one observation of the endogeneous variable.
'hble VII shows the first Friday of the estimation periods, the sample size, the estimated
values of k and y, and the coefficient of determination

lbble VII
Results of the Cross-Section Analysis
I

2.1.81

2.1.82

7.1.83

6.1.84

4.1.85

3.1.86

92

91

90

93

93

102

0.021

0.0076

0.012

0.0086

0.011

0.0068

Y

0.74

0.86

0.63

0.74

0.90

1.02

R~

91.18 % 90.15 % 82.49 % 87.92 %

Estimation Period
Sample Size
$7
A

'87.76%

87.02 %

A

A comparison of the values k with those obtained from the analysis of time series data
shows Lhat they are of a similar size. The arilhrnetic mean of the threefiestirnatesfor the
periods 1981 through 1983, for example, gives a value of 0.0135 for k compared with
0.0126 for Lhe whole period 1981182. The analogous comparison for the last three
samples results in an average value fort of 0.0088 compared with 0.0072 from the time
series analysis.
The majority of esrimations of y are less than one, as conjectured. 'Ihe arithmetic mean
of the six sample values is 0.82. The estimatesj show n o p l stability over time.
Besides sample variation the negative correlation between k andqcan explain this
instability. An increase i%k can be partly offset by a reduction in y. This effect can
possibly explain the value k = 0.012 in the third sample which is high compared with the
observed price fluctuations in this period. The same offsetting effect possibly explains
h e large value of pin he last sample.

6,>

17,$,;md
are significant on the 0.1 % Icvcl. b e to the above formulaled reservsticns these valued me not
very meamgful.
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Standard deviation [ X I p.a.

Figure 1 : Observations and regression function for the fifth sample.

IV. COMPARATIVE STATICS ANALYSIS
The subsequent Figures show the call and put values as a function of the most impartant
determinants. All valuations are based on the following assumptions : Iheexercise price
is equal to the redemption value which is normed to 100 %. The factor k is fixed such
that a 10-year, 40 %-bond quoted at par has an instantaneous volatility of 10 % p.a.
initially. From (21) k has the value 0.116.759 = 0.015. The parameter y is fixed to one.
The values given for the short-term interest rate refer to the beginning of the option life.
Later this rate like the bond price develop stochastically.
Figure 2 shows American call values for a ten and a four year bond as a functian of the
current bond price. ?he premiums for the at-the-money option are 3.26 % and 1.47 %.
The substantially higher values for the call on the ten-year bold axe due to its higher
instantaneous price volatility.
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Figure 2 : American call values as a function of the bond price. Coupon 8 % ;shcet-term
interest rate 8 % ;expiration date 0.75 years.
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Figure 3 : American call values as a function of the volatility. Coupon 10 % ;short-term
interest rate 10 % ;expirationdate 1 year.
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Figure 3 shows the value of an American call as a function of the initial instantaneous
volatility. In the volatility range considered his functim is approximately linear. The
values of a call on a 10-year bond are supplemented by the values of the same call on a
perpetual bond and by Black-Scholes values.18 For a volatility of 6 % p.a. the cliffereme
bctween the values of the call on the perpetual bond and the 10-year bond is 8.96 % in
terms of the call value of the ten year bond If must, however, be b e in mind that the
comparison is based on the assumption that the instantaneous volatilities of the two
bonds are initially identical. The difference is, therefore, caused by the smaller profit
potential and the decreasing instantaneous volatility of the 10-year bond during the time
to expiration. This effect can be observed even more clearly for long exercise periods.
Figure 4 shows American call values for these two bonds as a function of the time to
expiration.
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Figure 4 : American call values as a function of the time to expiration. Bond pice
100 % ;coupon 10 % ;short-term interest rate 10 %.

18 Here h e Black-Scholes formula for a European call on a stock with a m s t e n t dividend rate is used. The dividend
rate is substituted by h e c u m t yield tomaturity of the bond.
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Figure 5 : European call and put values as a function of the tirne to expiration. Bond
price 100 % ;coupon 10 % ;short-term interest rate 10 %.
It is si
cant that for times to expiration of more than 5 years the values of the call on
the 10-year bond run almost parallel to the abscissa, while the call on the perpetual bond
increases strictly monotonously as in the case of stock options. The waning profit
potential, the decreasing instanmeous volatility and a total volatility of the bond price
which rises and then falls over tirne prevent any funher increase in the call values for
times of expiration of more than five years. In the case of Eurapean optians this effect
can be demonstratedeven more clearly.

,

Figure 5 shows European call values on a 10-year bond and European put values on a 4year bond as a function of the time to expiration. Both values - unlike the values of stock
options - begin to decline for times to expiration in excess of about 30 % of the maturity
of the bonds and are worthless as soon as the time to expiration and residual life
coincide. For comparative purposes, Figure 5 also displays the call values produced by
using the Black-Scholes formula.

In Figures 2 to 5 coupon and short-term interest rate were assumed to be identical. This
choice of parameters was designed to eliminate possible influences from differences in
the bond yield and the rate of return of the alternative investment. Figure 6 shows the
values of American and European options for a cwpon of 6.5 % and a short-term
interest rate of initially 5 %.
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Figure 6 : Call and put values as a function of the time to expiration. Bond price 100 % ;
coupon 6.5 % ; short-term interest rate 5 %.
m e greater the difference between bond yield and short-term interest rate, the smaller
the call values and the greater the put values. This effect can be explained best from the
point of view of the option writer. The writer of a put option posts an annual opportunity
loss depending an the difference between the bond yield and the short-term interest rate.
His compensation for this loss, which gets larger as the difference increases, is partially
reflected in the option price.

A comparison of Figure 6 with Figures 4 and 5 shows that the European call is reduced
mare in value than its American counterpart. The reason is that in the American case the
interest gain for the writer is parlly offset due to the fact that the exercise probability
increase. wilh decreasing short-term interest rate.
The interest rate disadvantage suffered by the writer of a put also results in the fact that
in Figure 6 the value of the American put - in contrast to the value of the American call continues to increase for times to expiration of more than 5 years. In principle, this
argument can also be applied to the Ewpean put. Since, however, the total volatility of
the bond price decreases beyond a critical point of time which is not exactly known for
the price modcl defrned in Section II, the average loss for the writer, if the option is
exercised, also decreases. This effect offsets the intesest rate disadvantage of the writer
and results in a decreasing put value for times to expiration of more than 4 years.
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Figure 7 hows the values of American calls and puts as a function of the short-term
interest rate
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Figure 7 : Call and put values as a function of the short-term interest rate. Bond price
100 % ;coupon 10 % ;time to expiration 1 year ;time to maturity 10 years.
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As discussed above, the put increases and Lhe call decreases if the short-term interest rate
decreases. To get some further insights, the option values for the short-term interest rates
of 0 % and 10 % are compiled in the following table.
Table VIII
Option Values for %o Short-Term Interest Rates

I

I

Calls

I

Puts

American

European

American

European

r=10%

3.35

3.20

3.42

3.20

r=O%

1.44

0.67

10.67

10.67
A

Table VIII shows that for the short-term interest rate of 0 % the right of premature
exercise is worthless for the American put, whereas fm the American call it amounts to
53 % of its value. If the short-term interest rate is low, the owner of a call has a strong
incentive to obtain the bond by exercising his opcion.19 The owner of the put an the
other hand will exercise his option only if the bond price decreases ,considerably.A more
detailed analysis shows that within the accuracy of the numerical method used, for the
put the right of premature exercise is worlhless if the short-term interest rate is 6 % or
less.
For the low interest rate scenario the difference between the European put and call
values is - as put - call parity demands - equal to the coupon. 'Ihe interest disadvantage
for the put writer in this example amounts to 93.7 % of the put value whereas the
average profit of exercising the put contributes only 6.3 %.
Figure 8 shows the values of American options as a function of the coupon.
It follows from the boundary conditions discussed in Section I that the call and the put
(t) = c. (TB- t) + RV
are wodlless for a zero coupon20As the coupon increases B,
becomes steeper and steeper, and the profit potential of the call increases. 'Ihis together
with an increasing total variance of B (t) (Kt 51) as a function of c justifies the very
strong growth of the call values for small coupons, peaking at a coupon of about 2 %,
with a maximum value of 6.94 %. Two effects might be responsible for the nonmonotonicity of the call value function

- First, it can be shown that the instantaneous standard deviation is monotonously
Assuming for a
decreasing with the coupon and is bounded on the interval -0.
moment that the drift of the bond's price return is constant, than it follows that the total
volatility of B (t) (OIt 51) is a bounded function of the coupon. Therefore, an increase of
the coupon beyond a critical value does not increase essentially the mean exercise value
of the call.
- Second, the increase of the coupon reduces the interest disadvantage for the writer of
the call and, therefore, this part of the call price. This secand effect leads to a decrease of
the call value function
19 Ncte hat in this canppntive s ~ t i analysis
c
the initial yield OI maturity of the bond does nd vary with h e shorttern interest rate.
20 If h e c o u p is zem for a fixed bond price of 100 % h e yield to maturity and, thedore. the shatierm interest
m e aIc m.
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?he put value function also increases skeply to begin with because the total volatility of
the bond price increases initially. The subsequent phase of the put value's lower
sensitivity can be explained by the fact that put values do not contain a premium for the
writer's interest disadvantage and that - as argued above - the total volatility of B (t) is
bounded in the coupon. A compensation for the interest disadvantage is paid for higher
coupons and then results in a steeper increase of the put value function.

V. SUMMARY
In this paper a model was developed permitting the valuation of puts and calls on bonds,
of the Ewpean or American style, with constant and varying exercise prices as well as
for exercise periods which can be characterized by a single time interval and a series of
isolated time intervals or points of time. In order to come up with reasonable option
values it turned out to be essential that in defining the bond price dynamics and in
solving the resulting partial differential equation, the bounded variation of the bond price
and its convergence towards the redemption value had to be considered.
The most important results of the comparative statics for at-the-money options are :

- Call and put values are very sensitive to changes in bond maturity,
- European call and put values as a function of the time to expiration increase initially
and then decrease.

- If coupon and short-term interest rate are identical, then American calls and puts do not
increase beyond a critical time of expiration of roughly 40 % of the bond's maturity.
- If short-term interest rate is lower than the coupon of a par bond, this result remains for
American calls but not for American puts.
- Call values increase, put values decrease, as the short-term interest rate rises.
- An increase in the coupon results in monotonously increasing American put values and
initially strongly increasing and than decreasing American call values.
The next step will be to replace the short-term interest rate by a zero bond with maturity
equal to the time to expiration.
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A. Proof of the inequality Pa ( B (t), t) 5 B,,

-

(t) B (t)

To prove this inequality assume that the put value is larger than the differem between
the maximum bond price and the current bond price. The portfolio composed of

- one unit of the bond sold short until the expiration date T of the option,
- one written put and
- cash to the amount of Pa + B (t) + ct > Bm, (t) + ct
will then result in a riskless future profit. Three cases must be distinguished in order to
demonstrate this assertion.

Case 1 : The put is not exercised At point of time T the available cash amountsto
Pa+B (t)+ct-c>Bma(t)+ct-c

=c*(TB-t)+RV+c.(t-to)-c.(tl-b)
=c*(T~-T)+RV+O~-=B~,(T)+C~
Therefore, even in the worst case the bond can be bought back without spending the
entire available cash.

Case 2 : The put is exercised at time 7 Itl.
After having paid the exercise price E, and accrued interest %, the riskless profit
amounts to

=c*(TB-~)+RV-h=Bma(~)-&2O
and the short sale commitments can be met by the bond purchased at rime 7.

Case 3 : the put is exercised at time z > t 1.
The cash ou~flowsconsist of the coupon payment c (tl-fo)at time ti, the exexise price
E, and accrued interest % = c . (741) at time 7. Again a positive riskless, profit remains

-

Pa + B (t) + Ct E, - C (tl-fo)- C (Wl) >
Bm,(t)-

% + c * (t-G-c ( t l - b ) - ~ * ( ~ - t l )

=Bm,(7)-q20.

Summing up, the upper bound (18) for the American put has been proven.

!
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B. Bond Price Dynamics
To the knowledge of the author there are no general characterizations available of the
boundary behavior of a diffusion process if the drift and the instantaneous volatility
&pend on time. The following presentation is an intuitive justification that Bmax (t) and
B (t) = 0 are natural boundaries if the instantaneous standard deviation is defined as in
(21) and a suitable drift is chosen
Consider the stochastic process defined by

where b is a positive parameter. -..and -t..are natural boundaries of the Wiener process.
Therefore, F (t) has Bm, (t) and B (t) = 0as natural boundaries. In addition, F (TB) = 1
with probability one. The stochastic differential equation of F (t) reads

=

n ~ ( t l .t[ Blm a x ( t ) - F ( t )
rnax
~ ~ - -t c + b 2 ~ ( ~ , , , ( t ) - ~ ( rnax
t ) ~ ( ~ - ~ ] d t

The d r i f t o f i ( t ) w i l l be defined as

v B = - ~ * l n [ B ( t ) / ~ v(OstsTB-c)
]

The sign of h e drift is identical to the sign of RV - B (t), i.e. when the bond price
deviates from the redemption value it always moves back toward RV, as long as no
random disturbance occurs. For the minimum bond price the drift is zero.
At Bm,.(t)

it can be shown that pg is smaller than the slope -c of Bmax (t) = c (TB-t)

+ RV. llus means that the drift directs towards the interim of the region of feasible bond

prices at the upper boundary, whereas the drift of F(t) is equal to c at Bmax (t). This
means that the force driving the bond price back is in a neighbourhood of
(t),
larger fiir B (1) than f a F (t).

In a neighbourhood of B (t) = 0 the drift of B (t) is larger than the drift of F (t).
Therefore,at the second boundary B (t) is also more strongly driven back than F (t).
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Finally, b can be chosen such that

holds. Hence, on the interval 0 I t OBthe process B (t) compared with F (t) has a
smaller instantaneous volatility and absolutely greater drift terms in appropriately chosen
neighbourhoods of the boundaries. Therefore, it is conjecaued that
,,B (t) and B (t) = 0
are also natural boundaries for B (t).
It is not clear whether o as defined in (21) and p g guarantee that B (TB) = RV with
probability one. Therefore, on the interval E / 2 I T g - t 9 the drift of B (t) is
continuously transformed to the drift of F (t), and on the interval 0 < TB - t IE / 2 the
drift p~ is substituted by p~
C. Consistency of B (t) and r (B (t) )
k t tl > t be the next coupon date and y* = y ( B (t), t ) the d & o u s l y canpounded
yield to maturity of the bond. Define

DTt
T-

t

= e -y* (
= e

T-

t)

- r * ( T- t )

f0.r t l S ~

f o r t s ~ s t td t l ,

where

Finally, on the i n y a l t + o I T 9 1 the discount function;s d e f d as a linear function
in.r with Do = e-r and Dtl. = e - Y*(tl-t).
Hence, DT-tis strictly monotonously dmeasing and lim [-InD&-t] = r* = r (B(t)l t)
T-*t
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